
Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[The webinar recording has started][play-by-play]- people are joining- waiting for a few seconds [wait 20 seconds][12:01]Welcome Everyone, to our CHBA webinar series “Public Reviews for the 2025 National Construction Codes”I am Frank Lohmann, CHBA’s Director Building Science and I am joined today by Alex Bols, CHBA’s Senior Technical Advisor Climate Codes and Regulation and two surprise guests:- Alexandre Bigonesse, is a Technical Advisor, at the Office of Energy Efficiency in NRCan’s Homes and Communities Divisionand Brett Cass is CHBA’s Technical Manager, Net Zero Housing.And we are supported today by Natasha Rombough and Chloe Perreault from Marketing and Communications team at CHBABefore we dazzle you with all the code changes and commentary, here’s some housekeeping :We have muted all participants so that there are no distractions.We will however, try to make the webinar a bit interactiveFirstly, you can ask questions throughout by writing them in the question-and-answer panel, which you can access by clicking on the Q&A button on the bottom of your zoom window. We may answer some of your questions live – during the webinar or at the end – or directly in the Q&A panel during the webinar.And today, is a little different than other webinars, as we will stop for questions and answers after each topic.Actually, if you want anyone specific to answer your question let us know by putting the names in your question.Secondly, in terms of making it interactive, we will have a few polls for you  – When we launch a polling question, you will see a response function pop-up.Chloe, let’s try our first poll right now with a question on the primary region where you and your business or organization operate[launch poll question 1]  play-by-play [report poll results] Here you see the regional representation of today’s participantsAlso, please be aware that the webinar is being recorded and the recording will be available on the CHBA website in case you can’t stay to the end or you want to listen to a certain portion again.  I should clarify that it is available to CHBA members on our website and that you have to be logged in to access the recording.!!! We will also post a PDF document of the slide deck on the same website. I am pointing this out now because we will go through some slides fairly quickly!Even though you are probably all experienced in Zoom or Teams or Webex webinars, but just to remind you that you can manage your own view of the webinar and make the Powerpoint bigger or smaller by sliding the dividing bar.This is the last webinar episode of our mini-series, which consisted of three webinars over three weeks The purpose of the series is to alert all of you about the code changes that are out for public review right now and what is still coming in the next public review. We are hoping these presentations will become a guide for your review of the changes and for developing comments.We also hope that all interest groups and professions find this equally helpful.On that note, Let’s try another poll right now to find out who is represented today’s audience is.[launch poll question 2. profession][check on poll / show results] The proportion of professional categories represented in today’s webinarBefore we get started, one other thing: we have a 90 minute webinar today which will include some commentary, discussion and hopefully answering more of your questions.Because we are stopping in between for some commentary and questions we will for sure go over an hour, but we may also be finished earlier – All to say we have a bit of a soft ending today.[next slide]4 min plus polls~ 7 min
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:08]Today’s webinar is called the “Deep Dive.” We will look at the code changes for 5 subjects and have a brief discussion about the background and about what the implications might be from a netzero perspective and then – as I already said – after each subject - we will try an answer a few questions.[next slide] 0.5 min
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Proposed Code Changes – Deep Dive
Public Reviews 2023/2024

Alex Bigonesse

Frank Lohmann

Alex Bols

Brett Cass

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:09]And - since today’s webinar is the “Deep Dive” I thought I’d introduce today’s diving guides in theme.All the way on the right is Alexandre Bigonesse. Alexandre was involved in many of the committees that worked on these code changes. In many ways, Alexandre has an interest in making sure these code changes are easily understood and simple to implement. He will provide us with some background and nuances on some of the changes today and he will present a few slides about heat pump related changes.Our next deep-diving guide is Brett Cass.As CHBA’s Technical Manager of the Netzero Housing Program, Brett can give us some insights how these code changes would impact CHBA’s NZ labelling program and maybe talk about some trends he sees where netzero builders have already found cost-effective solutions.If you tuned in for our two last webinars you already know Alex Bols and myself. Alex will keep us on time today and I will provide the codes updates.[next slide] 1 min



1. Where we are in the code process
2. Deep Dive on Energy Efficiency and GHG Emissions

• Prescriptive Trade Off Method – “Points” (20 min)
• Prescriptive Tier 5 – “Packages” (10 min)
• Solar Heat Gain / Peak Cooling  (10 min)
• Greenhouse Gas Emissions (20 min)
• Heat Pumps (10 min)

3. How to Submit Comments for Public Review

Proposed Code Changes 
Deep Dive

2024 Webinars:
• Airtightness – from ACH to NLR
• New Energy Use Metrics 
• … more on:

• Prescriptive Methods…
• GHG Emissions…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:10]Before we look at the proposed code text, I will explain to you where we are in the code process – as we have done in the previous two webinars.Then I will highlight code changes for the five subjects you see here in bold and Alexandre and Brett will provide some comments and background and we will be answering your questions.As I have done in other webinars, I will point out – on each slide – which changes go to the 2023 fall public reviews and which ones go to the 2024 winter public reviewBecause the Fall public review is already on going, I will also include a few hints on How to Submit effective Comments for Public Review.And – at the end – we might open up for some more discussion and for your questions again.A little side note here, when we were preparing for today, we realized we that we will need several more, single-subject, focused webinars in February and March, when the 2024 Winter public review actually takes place. So notice on the right, these are the subjects that we are thinking of for 2024. There are some significant changes coming for airtightness and new Energy Use Metrics – hopefully simpler – for modeling. We want to talk about those in detail with guest presenters. And we would like to provide more info on the two prescriptive methods – we are thinking that we would do a hands-on webinar – by going through some examples together.[next slide][1.5min]
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1. WHERE WE ARE IN THE CODE PROCESS

Codes Timelines Committee 
Deadline

Public Review 
Opens

Public Review 
Closes

Fall 2023 June 12, 2023 October 23, 2023 December 18, 2023

Winter 2024 October 2, 2023 February 20, 2024 April 29, 2024

Fall 2024 (Ref’d Docs) June 17, 2024 October 21, 2024 December 16, 2024

Code Publication Planned for December 2025

P/T Code Adoptions Planned for 18 months after publication 

YOU 
ARE 

HERE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:12]So  - here is the code process and a schedule for the next 3 Public reviewsAs far as we know, these are the last 3 public reviews before the publication of the 2025 codesThe first one started on October 23rd and will run until December 18 – so that is when your comments have to be submitted.The next public review is scheduled to run from February to April next yearAnd then there is one more public review scheduled for the Fall 2024 that is reserved for the updating of all referenced documents and standards.After that is Code Publication – which – according to NRC is still planned for December 2025 and then, no more than 18 months after that is when we would expect the provinces and territories to adopt those codes.[next slide]1 min
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1. Trade-Off Point Targets (PCF 1890)   

2. Points for 
Energy Conservation Measures (ECM)
• Drain Water Heat Recovery (PCF 1835) 
• Gas-fired Furnaces (PCF 1836) 
• Airtightness (PCF 1888) 
• Fenestration & Doors (PCF 1889)
• Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Oil Furnaces (PCF 2000)
• Air-source heat pumps ASHP (PCF 2001)

3. Interpolation (PCF 1834)

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

6

Energy Conservation Points T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Min. Total Points 0 10 20 40 75

Min. Building Envelope Points 0 0 5 10 15

WALLS
ATTICS

HEAT PUMPS
AIRTIGHTNESS

POINTS

  

Sum of all ECM Points ≥ Total Target 

Sum of BE Points ≥ BE Target

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:13]Our first subject is the prescriptive trade-off pathOn the left you see the proposed changes that belong to this subject – those with hyperlinks are available for comment now.Before we flip through each of these – I’ll give you a quick rundown of how this method works:At the top right you see that each tier has a minimum number of points that have to be accumulated by home design features in order to reach that tier.The things you can get points for are called “energy conservation measures” or ECM.Some examples are on the list to the left and the table illustrations to the right.The ECM points vary by climate zone and of course by the efficiency of the measure. At the end, the sum of all of your points has to meet or exceed the minimum targetsYes, I said targets – plural. Tiers three to five have a minimum Building Envelope target. So for these tiers you will have to show that the energy conservation measures gather enough points for two separate targets[next slide][1.5min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.10._001835.html
https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.09._001836.html
https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.08._001888.html
https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.06._001889.html
https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08._001834.html
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PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

Screenshot: CHBA Webinar June 2022 Tiered Energy Codes

PCF 1888 
corrects
points for 
airtightness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:15]Here is a quick refresher of how this method works:The target points for Tier 2 is 10, but, you also need to comply with tier 1 as a prerequisite (which means an HRV/ERV is installed and all the prescriptive requirements in 9.36.2. to 9.6.4. are met).For this example we assumed a 2000 square-foot, single-family, detached home in Edmonton, which is in Climate Zone 7B. We’ll assume an airtightness test result of 2 air changes per hour, so – yes this home will be tested.a heat recovery system with sensible heat-recovery efficiency (SRE) rating of at least 60% and a hot water tank with an Energy Factor (EF) of 0.8. This gets you exactly 10 points.In the 2020 NBC, the minimum points available in this zone start quite high for above ground walls and airtightness, and the maximum points for other categories may not total to more than 10 points, meaning that you might not be able to reach tier 2 in this climate zone without either improving the above ground walls or the airtightness. This may change in the 20205 code when there are a lot more ECM points available.For reference, when we presented this last year - In Climate Zone 7B, an airtightness of 1.5 ACH would achieve 12.1 points, andan above ground wall effective R-value of R25 would achieve 9.3 points, Each of these would meet tier 2 without any other measures beyond the basic 60% SRE heat recovery unit – which is the prerequisiteWE will get back to the 6.1 points for airtightness in a few minutes[1.5 min]
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Service Water Heating Equipment (PCF 1835)
• Existing Code: ECM Points for Water Heaters

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

3.1

Edmonton 
Example 
House

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:16]Let’s start with water heating equipment and look at some points in detail Here are the points that already exist for a number of water heater types.Our Edmonton example house had a gas-fired, storage-type heater and got 3.1 points for that.One thing to note here is that - electric water heaters do not get any points, apparently because in the modeling they are the reference benchmark. But nonetheless, we think they should be listed here as an acceptable solution. We might submit a comment to that effect.Another point is that heat pump water heaters are not getting substantially more points.  This may be surprising and it is due to the fact that when NRC and NRCan modelled these points, the Reference House also gets a Heat Pump Water Heater. This is not the case under EnerGuide. The committees agreed to look into it, but the work has been deferred to next code cycle… So this will be one comment we are making, although it may be discarded as it is not related to an actual proposed change – but to exiting code.Oh – and I will leave the targets pinned to the top there for your reference.And you have probably noticed the QR code – if you scan it, you can read along on the actual proposed change form[next slide][0.5 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.10._001835.html
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Service Water Heating Equipment (PCF 1835)
• Additional ECM Points for Drain Water Heat Recovery 

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

Heat Recovery 
Efficiency 

of DWHR Equipment 

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8

Energy Conservation Points

30% 2.4 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.5

40% 3.1 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2

50% 3.7 2.9 3 2.9 2.9 2.4

60% 4.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.4 2.8

70% 5 3.9 4 4 3.9 3.2

75% 5.4 4.1 4.3 4.2 4.2 3.4

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:17]Here are the points for Drain water heat recoveryThey are proposed to be added. A few other requirements are proposed for drain water heat recovery units.You have to follow the manufacturers instructions And if one or two showers are in above ground storeys you have to provide all one or two of them with a drain water heat recovery, orAnd - where there are more than two such showers - at least two of the showers have to be equipped with Drain water heat recovery to get those pointsSo, if this is a feature in your homes, these points would go towards your total target points [next slide][1 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.10._001835.html
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HRVs & Gas-fired Furnaces (PCF 1836) 
• Existing code: ECM Points for HRVs

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

0.8

Edmonton 
Example 
House

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12;18] Let’s continue with HVAC equipment.As you recall from the Edmonton example, points for HRV’s are already in the code. However, considering that a Sensible Recovery Efficiency if 60% is the prescriptive minimum for HRVs/ERVs the points in the top row of this table are kind of free points.[next slide][0.25min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.09._001836.html
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HRVs & Gas-fired Furnaces (PCF 1836) 
• Newly proposed: points for Gas-fired furnaces 

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

Annual Fuel 
Utilization 
Efficiency 

(AFUE)

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8

Energy Conservation Points

96% 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5

98% 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12;18] What’s proposed is to add points for high efficiency gas furnaces.Although, you can see the points don’t amount to much.I have not seen any points for electric resistance boilers or furnaces, maybe for the same reason as for the water heaters.[next slide][0.25min 

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.09._001836.html
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Points for Oil-fired Furnaces (PCF 2000)
• Proposed new points

• Values for milder climate zones are coming
• No points for more efficient oil furnaces
• Impact of GHG emission requirements 

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

Type of 
Equipment

Min. 
Performance

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8

Energy Conservation Points

Oil-fired 
warm air
furnaces

87% AFUE 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

92% AFUE - - - 5.4 5.5 5.9

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:19] Points for oil-fired furnaces are also proposed It’s on a different proposed change form and it is not going to the 2023 fall Public Review.This one might get hotly debated, but especially in rural or northern, remote areas, oil is still being used. Eventually, the committee approved this PCF with points in all climate zones for these two efficienciesThere are better efficiencies available for oil-fired furnaces,  and we will likely suggest amending this table.It will also be interesting to review this change in light of the introduction of greenhouse gas emissions, which may eliminate the possibility of installing oil-fired appliances., except that in some areas in Canada, oil is the only available heating energy. [next slide][1 min]
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Air Source Heat Pumps (PCF 2001 – Space Heating)
• Lookup points for heat pumps Table 9.36.8.9.-B 

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

OR Calculate points 
for heat pumps 
Table 9.36.8.9.-C 

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:19] Of course, points for air-source heat pumps for space heating are also proposed I am just showing this here as a teaser. We will talk about this later, but just have a look at the order of magnitude of points here.Also, it is proposed that you can look up the values or calculate them yourself.There is another set of tables and equations on this proposed change form Alex will explain all this to us towards the end of today’s webinar.[next slide][0.5 min]
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Corrected ECM points for Airtightness 
• More accurate and correct! points for airtightness in PCF 1888

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

Energy Conservation Measures and Points for Airtightness - Detached homes

Detached Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7a Zone 7b Zone 8
2.5 ACH – – – – – –

2.0 ACH 2.0  2.2 3.4   3.2 3.5 4.6   3.8 6.1   4.3 6.1    4.8

1.5 ACH 4.0  4.3 6.7   6.3 7.0   6.9 9.3   7.6 12.1  8.5 12.11 9.7

1.0 ACH 5.9  6.5 10.1  9.6 10.5 13.9 11.4 18.0 12.9 18.0 14.7

0.6 ACH 7.6  8.3 13.0 12.3 13.4 17.8 14.7 22.7 16.5 22.7 18.8

Attached Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7a Zone 7b Zone 8
3.0 ACH – – – – – –

2.5 ACH –     2.1 –     3.2 –     3.5 –      3.8 –     4.3 –     4.8

2.0 ACH 2.2  4.3 3.0   6.4 3.5   6.9 4.6   7.6 4.1   8.5 4.6   9.6

1.5 ACH 4.0  6.4 6.0   9.6 6.9  10.4 9.1  11.5 8.2  12.8 9.3  14.5

1.0 ACH 6.0  8.6 9.1  12.8 10.4 14.0 13.6 15.4 12.3 17.2 14.2 19.6

0.6 ACH 7.7 10.4 11.6 15.6 13.3 17.0 17.4 18.7 15.6 20.9 18.2 23.8

 Possible Implications for Tier 2 



Edmonton Example:
Now: ~1.79 ACH = 6.1 points

Implications:

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:20] Ok – back to airtightness! Do you remember the example?Well I made it easy for you, it’s highlighted in yellowThis is worth paying attention to - since the ECM point values in the code that is going to be adopted in your region soon may change again when the 2025 codes comes around!There were two corrections made to this tableThe values for attached homes below were moved up one category because that was truly an error in publishing – which means that 2.5 ACH per hour would give you points in attached housing But the other correction may be more significant. NRC found an issue with how the points were modeled for the last code and corrected them[click]So, for our Edmonton example this means you would need a 1.79 ACH test result to get those points where – under the current code an ACH of 2.0 was good enough As you can see the same is generally true for all ECM point values in climate zones 5, 6, 7 or 8 for single family homes – except for zone 6 which remains almost unchangedFor attached homes (the bottom table) the impact is that you get more points for the same airtightness value compared to what’s in the code today[next slide] [2 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.08._001888.html
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Linear interpolation permitted (PCF 1834)
• Graphic Method 

• finding which ACH gives 6.1 Points

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

2

1.5

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

2.1

4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9

A
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Energy Conservation Points

Interpolation between 1.5 and 2.0 ACH

1

2

• Calculation Method 
• Finding which ACH gives 6.1 Points

𝐘𝐘 = 𝐘𝐘𝐘𝐘 + (𝐘𝐘𝐘𝐘−𝐘𝐘𝐘𝐘)
(𝐗𝐗𝐘𝐘−𝐗𝐗𝐘𝐘)

∗ (𝐗𝐗 − 𝐗𝐗𝐘𝐘)

𝐘𝐘 = 1.5 + (2.0−1.5)
(4.3−8.5)

∗ (𝟔𝟔.𝐘𝐘 − 8.5)

𝐘𝐘 = 1.5 +
(0.5)

(−4.2)
∗ (−2.4)

𝐘𝐘.𝟕𝟕86 = 1.5 + (0.119 ∗ 2.4)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:22]Another important proposed change deals with interpolation of the ECM points PCF 1834 simply adds a footnote to all the ECM point tables to say that you can use linear interpolation.It says that you can interpolate between measure efficiency and points. This applies to all tables, not just airtightness – that is how I calculated the 1.79 ACH to get my 6.1 points I needed to meet tier 2 in Edmonton.There are two methods – a graphic method on the left. You would draw two axes one for points and one for ACH and then connect the two data points. You know that you need 6.1 so you find that on your axis and go up to the data line and see what kind of ACH value corresponds to it.Or you use the calculation method on the right I have started with the formula at the top there and filled it in for our airtightness example.[next slide][1 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08._001834.html
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Fenestration & Doors (PCF 1889)
• New Points for high performance windows and doors added 

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”

Cost Impact!

“[…] 5.9 and 15.2 energy 
conservation points […] cost 
between $63 and $116 per m2 of 
fenestration compared to the cost 
of fenestration required to meet 
the Code minimum. [U=1.61]”

Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:23] That brings us to windows and doors.Here we already have some point values and it is proposed to add points.One thing I noticed on this change is that the costing is based on 2019 costing data that was updated to include inflation.However, we have done a review and found that the industrial product price index – at least for construction related products – has gone up 45% since then and that labour cost is also up by 25% since then.So, if you review this change, make sure you review the impact analysis section and let us know whether the costing data needs updating. We would make that part of our comment. [next slide][1 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.08.06._001889.html
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Existing Code has points for 

Walls Above Ground – Table 9.36.8.5.–A

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:24]Here is PCF 1923 – also called Building Envelope central.This change is going to the 2024 winter public reviewThis table for walls is already in the code.I will flip very fast through the next 7 or 8 slides. They all cover the tables that this proposed change containsI just want you to see what is proposed so you can check it out and do your own calculations.[next slide][0.5min]
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Proposed new points for 

Ceilings Below Attics – Table 9.36.8.5.–B

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:24]Here are the proposed points for ceilings below attics As you can see, not that rich even at R80 gets you only 1 to 3 points[next slide]0.25m
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Proposed new points for 

Cathedral Ceilings & Flat Roofs – Table 9.36.8.5.–C

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:24]Here are the proposed points for Cathedral Ceilings and flat roofsSimilar story to attics[next slide]0.25m
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Proposed new points for Combined Ceilings Below Attics 

and Cathedral Ceilings/Flat Roofs – Table 9.36.8.5.–D

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:25]Here are the proposed points for assemblies that combine Ceilings Below Attics and Cathedral Ceilings/Flat RoofsI am actually not sure what this is for, maybe Alexandre can help us with this one.[next slide]0.25m
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Proposed new points for 

Exposed Floors ≥ 30m² – Table 9.36.8.5.–E

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:25]Here are the proposed points for exposed floors An exposed floor over unheated space has to be 30m² or 300 ft² large before this table is applicable so that the points cannot be collected for say a few square feet cantilevered floor over a porch.You can sense some of the limitations of this method or rather some of the difficulties of setting up a point system without knowing the areas of walls, floors and attics.[next slide]0.25m
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Existing points for 

Below Grade or in Contact with the Ground – Table 9.36.8.7-A

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:25]Here are the points for building assemblies below grade or in contact with the ground that are already in the code[next slide]0.25m
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Building Envelope (PCF 1923)
• Proposed New Points for Slabs-on-Grade Table 9.36.8.7- B

PRESCRIPTIVE TRADE-OFF – “POINTS”
Targets T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Total 0 10 20 40 75

Envelope 0 0 5 10 15

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:26]And – the last table for this proposed change is the one for slabs on grade. All these points were not necessary for tiers 1 and 2, but when the committee realized that Tier 5 was pretty unreachable especially in the colder climate zones, they added all these point tables.And keep in mind there is a [next slide]0.25m
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PCF 1830
• New Section
• Application

• only for Tier 5!
(we heat that other tiers may be in the works…)

• housing only! 

• Prerequisites:
• Prescriptive + Airtightness Test  

• AL4A = 1.0 ACH
• AL4B = 1.5 ACH

• HRV or ERV @ 75% SRE
• ASHP as primary space heating @ 75%
• Min 1 Drain Water Heat Recovery unit 
• Electric Heat Pump Water Heater

PRESCRIPTIVE TIER 5 – “PACKAGES” 

• “Packages” (code tables)
• RSI / U-Values, Equipment efficiency
• Small home relaxations
• Electric & Dual Energy Packages 
• like Energy Star Builder Option Packages

• Several special exceptions 
(doors, glass block. Tubular Daylighting Devices (TDD), etc)

• Cost Impact Analysis
• $30,000 to $40,000 more than Tier 1 house!
• Analysis 

• 2500 ft² house/walk-out basement 
• base case  = electric 

• Costing data – from October 2020 ?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:30]Another new prescriptive compliance option is available for tier 5 only and while we refer to the first method as “points method” we refer to this one as “package method” It is very much like an Energy Star Builder Compliance Option.The only approved proposed change we have seen was for Tier 5, but we are hearing that some work may be underway to create “packages “ for tiers 2, 3 and 4 as wellOne contentious point may be the prerequisites for airtightness, since a “package” would have to assume an airtightness to be deemed to comply with the equivalent target on the performance side.Back to this proposed change though,  the prerequisites for Tier 5 package are strict airtightness levels, HRV or ERV, Heat pump for both space conditioning and water heating and at least one drain water heat recovery unit.After the prerequisites that apply to all packages, the code will present a few options based on climate zones. We will look at those in a moment.One other comment I wanted to make here is that the costing shows an incremental cost of 30- 40 thousand dollars relative to tier 1.The impact analysis done for this change does not state whether the costing data is from 2023. An earlier version stated that the costing data would be from 2020, which would mean we could add about 30% to 40% to these numbers, since the industrial product price index has gone up that much since before the pandemic and the same is true for labour rates over that time frame. So, we will see whether NRC updates the cost information on this proposed change before the winter 2024 public review. And if not, we will likely submit a respective comment[next slide][2 min]
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PRESCRIPTIVE TIER 5 – “PACKAGES” 

Fully Electric Packages
Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8 

Ceilings Below Attics (Min RSI Value) 10.43 12.19 12.19 12.19 12.19 12.19

Cathedral Ceilings and Flat Roofs (Min RSI Value) 4.67 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.80 5.80

Floors Over Unheated Spaces (Min RSI Value) 4.67 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.42 5.42

Walls Above Grade (Min RSI Value) 5.69 5.69 5.69 5.77 6.65 6.65

Foundation Walls (Min RSI Value) 3.46 3.46 3.97 4.78 5.22 5.22

Unheated Floors above frost line (Min RSI Value) 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 2.84 2.84

Unheated Floors below frost line (Min RSI Value) 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96

Heated and unheated Floors on permafrost - - - - 4.62 4.62

Heated Floors (Min RSI Value) 2.84 2.84 2.84 3.72 3.72 4.62

Slabs-on-grade with an integral footing 1.96 3.72 3.72 3.72 4.62 4.62

Windows & Sliding Glass Doors (Max. U, Min ER) 1.05 or 40 1.05 or 40 0.94 or 42 0.94 or 42 0.82 or 44 0.82 or 44

Skylight (Maximum U-Value) 2.02 2.02 1.84 1.84 1.61 1.61

Space Heating Equipment — Heat Pump HSPF V ≥ 8.7 / HSPF2 V ≥ 6.4 / SEER2 ≥ 15.2 / EER2 ≥ 11.7 

Percent of Heating Capacity at –15 °C (5 °F) ≥ 70% of 
that at 8.3 °C (47° F) / COPh ≥ 1.5 at –15 °C(5 °F).

Electric Heat Pump Water Heater UEF ≥ 2.95

Table 9.36.9.8.–C Homes < 300m³

!

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8 

8.67 8.67 8.67 10.43 10.43 10.43

5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02

5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02

3.23 3.85 3.85 3.85 4.80 4.80

3.46 3.46 3.97 4.78 5.22 5.22

1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96

1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96

- - - - 4.44 4.44

2.84 2.84 2.84 3.72 3.72 4.62

2.84 2.84 2.84 3.72 3.72 4.62

1.05 or 40 1.05 or 40 0.94 or 42 0.94 or 42 0.82 or 44 0.82 or 44

2.02 2.02 1.84 1.84 1.61 1.61

HSPF V ≥ 8.7 / HSPF2 V ≥ 6.4 / SEER2 ≥ 15.2 / EER2 ≥ 11.7 

Percent of Heating Capacity at –15 °C (5 °F) ≥ 70% of 
that at 8.3 °C (47° F) / COPh ≥ 1.5 at –15 °C(5 °F).

UEF ≥ 2.95

Table 9.36.9.8.–A Homes > 300m³

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:32] Here we see two package tables that use fully electric equipmentYou can see the building envelope design elements in the top portion of the tables – depending on the climate zones \And the space heating and water heating equipment requirements, again by climate zone – at the bottom.The left table applies to all homes the right table applies to those homes for which the conditioned volume is smaller than 300 m³I have highlighted the wall RSI value here to show the small home volume relaxation.Some values stay the same, and some are relaxed.[next slide][1 min] 
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Dual-energy “Packages”
Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8

Ceilings Below Attics (Min RSI Value) 10.43 12.19 12.19 12.19 12.19 12.19

Cathedral Ceilings and Flat Roofs (Min RSI Value) 4.67 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.80 5.80

Floors Over Unheated Spaces (Min RSI Value) 4.67 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.42 5.42

Walls Above Grade (Min RSI Value) 5.69 5.69 5.69 5.77 6.65 6.65

Foundation Walls (Min RSI Value) 3.46 3.46 3.97 4.78 5.22 5.22

Unheated Floors above frost line (Min RSI Value) 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 2.84 2.84

Unheated Floors below frost line (Min RSI Value) 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96

Heated and unheated Floors on permafrost - - - - 4.62 4.62

Heated Floors (Min RSI Value) 2.32 3.72 3.72 3.72 4.62 4.62

Slabs-on-grade with an integral footing 1.96 3.72 3.72 3.72 4.62 4.62

Windows & Sliding Glass Doors (Max. U, Min ER) 1.05 or 40 1.05 or 40 0.94 or 42 0.94 or 42 0.82 or 44 0.82 or 44

Skylight (Maximum U-Value) 2.02 2.02 1.84 1.84 1.61 1.61
Space Heating Equipment — Heat Pump HSPF V ≥ 8.7 / HSPF2 V ≥ 6.4 / SEER2 ≥ 15.2 / EER2 ≥ 11.7

Percent of Heating Capacity at –15 °C (5 °F) ≥ 70% of

that at 8.3 °C (47° F) / COPh ≥ 1.5 at –15 °C (5 °F).
Electric Heat Pump Water Heater UEF ≥ 2.95
Supplementary Heating System

Oil-fired Furnaces AFUE ≥ 87 %
Gas-fired Furnaces See Table 9.36.4.2. 

PRESCRIPTIVE TIER 5 – “PACKAGES” 

Table 9.36.9.8-C Homes > 300m³

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6 Zone 7A Zone 7B Zone 8

8.67 8.67 8.67 10.43 10.43 10.43

5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02

5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.02

3.23 3.85 3.85 3.85 4.80 4.80

3.46 3.46 3.97 4.78 5.22 5.22

1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96

1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96

- - - - 4.44 4.44

2.84 2.84 2.84 3.72 3.72 4.62

2.84 2.84 2.84 3.72 3.72 4.62

1.05 or 40 1.05 or 40 0.94 or 42 0.94 or 42 0.82 or 44 0.82 or 44

2.02 2.02 1.84 1.84 1.61 1.61
HSPF V ≥ 8.7 / HSPF2 V ≥ 6.4 / SEER2 ≥ 15.2 / EER2 ≥ 11.7
Percent of Heating Capacity at –15 °C (5 °F) ≥ 70% of

that at 8.3 °C (47° F) / COPh ≥ 1.5 at –15 °C (5 °F).
UEF ≥ 2.95

AFUE ≥ 87 %
See Table 9.36.4.2. 

Table 9.36.9.8-D Homes < 300m³

!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:33] Here we see two package tables that use dual-energy options – “dual energy” here means that the primary heating and water heating is still electric, but your supplementary heating can be gas or oil based. Assumingly, if you choose The building envelope design elements in the these tables and the all electric tables are the exact sameAnd the left table here also applies to all homes while the right table applies to those homes for which the conditioned volume is smaller than 300 m³It seems to me these four tables could be easily be reduced to two since the electric heat pump water heater is included here too[next slide][1 min] 
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PCF 1823
• 9.36.2.7 Prescriptive Path – Maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) 

• So that energy efficient design does not contribute to overheating risk 

• 9.36.5.3. Performance Path
• Peak Cooling Criteria Relaxed & Corrected

• Install a space-cooling system, or
• Where no space-cooling system: calculated cooling load

• peak cooling load not greater than 110% of the reference house, or  
• a design cooling intensity not greater than 4.5 W/m³

SOLAR HEAT GAIN / PEAK COOLING 

Table 9.36.2.7.-B Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of Fenestration and Doors
Fenestration and door area to gross wall area ratio (FDWR) Maximum solar heat gain coefficient

FDWR < 17% 0.45

17% < FDWR < 22% 0.40

FDWR > 22% 0.26!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:40]This change is available at public review for comment right now.It was developed by a committee that looked at potential consequences of high-performance homes.  In other words, this change was developed to avoid unintended consequences of highly energy-efficient homes – namely the risk of overheating! This risk had been identified by many energy committees since 2010 and CHBA had written to the Codes bodies in 2020 to fix this before the 2020 codes were published – but to no avail.On the prescriptive side, it is proposed to introduce a maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient for windows and glazed doors based on how many windows and doors the home has. A requirement was in the original National Energy Code for Houses in 1997, but it was never added to the fenestration requirements in Section 9.36You can see in this table. For a given Fenestration-and-Door-to-Wall Ratio or FDWR you have to select fenestration products that fall below a Maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient.While we think it is a step in the right direction, it is still not clear to us, why the prescriptive path does not consider the orientation of the windows or the climate zone of the home and why air conditioning is only recognized as an effective mitigation to overheating in the performance path - but not in the prescriptive path.When we met with the fenestration industry, they also noted that a Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of 0.26 is very stringent and that exterior shading could also a prescriptive solution. We will raise all these points in our comment.---In the performance path, this change fixes a few things CHBA had raised.it recognizes air conditioning as a solution, And where no air condition is provided it allows now a 10% tolerance between reference and proposed house when modeling the peak cooling loadit also exempts homes with a very small design cooling density.It is not explained how to calculate the design cooling intensity – so we will put in a comment to that effect.It is important to note that this requirement - is not mandating cooling systems, and- that it does not guarantee a house will not overheat, because a reference house complying with Subsection 9.36.5. could also be prone to overheating in some circumstances. So, it’s about minimizing the risk of overheating in very energy efficient buildings.CHBA knows that overheating of highly efficient homes is a risk, and we would actually suggest that provinces and territories consider including these requirements in the codes they are about to adopt – or that builders voluntarily apply these requirements ahead of the 2025 codes – to make sure energy efficient design does not contribute further to the risk of overheating. [Next slide][3 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_divb_09.36.02.07._001823.html
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• Operational GHG emissions 
• proposed for 2025 Codes 
• emissions from operation of equipment for space 

heating and cooling and water heating (B6/7) 

• Embodied GHG
• scheduled for 2030 Codes 
• emissions from the production and generation of 

building materials (A1-A3) but not the construction 
process (A4/5)

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

2025 
Codes

2030
Codes

General Requirements 
• New NBC Objective & 

Functional Statements 
(PCF 1843)

• New NECB Objective & 
Functional Statements 
(PCF 1820)

• Application of GHG 
Requirements in NECB 
(PCF 1989)

• Abbreviations in NECB
(PCF 2016)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:50]Here we have another significant change that is a first in Canadian Building and Energy Codes.It is proposed that the greenhouse gas emissions from buildings are being regulated in the building code Section 9.36. and the National Energy Code for Buildings.Let me give you a 30-second primer on the life cycle of greenhouse gas emission:As you follow the graphic from the left to the right, you can see that the emissions associated with buildings start with the production of building materials, continue with the emissions during the construction process and the operation of buildings and finally end with the disposal or recycling or ideally with the re-use of materials.The only portion of these emissions that are proposed to be addressed in the 2025 codes are those from the operation of buildings.For Section 9.36. this means the emissions that stem from heating or cooling buildings and from heating water.  You see this portion of the carbon lifecycle in the light green – the are also often referred to as steps B6 and B7 the emissions that occur during the extraction or production of raw building materials are called “embodied emissions’ because they have already occurred when the building material arrives on site. Regulation of embodied emissions from building materials is expected for the 2030 codes. The changes that are in this public review are highlighted on the right. They are the provisions that introduce the objectives and functional statements.It is worth noting here that CHBA participated in the policy consultation on GHG emissions, but that the policy direction from the Board was not finalized before the technical requirements were approved for public review by the committees.[Next slide][2 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_diva_02.01.01.02.(06)_001843.html
https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/necb20_diva_02.02.01.01.(01)_001820.html
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General Requirements 
• New NBC Objective & Functional Statements (PCF 1843)

OE2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
An objective of this Code is to limit the probability that, as a result of the 
design or construction of the building, greenhouse gas emissions will have an 
unacceptable effect on the environment. The risks of unacceptable effect on 
the environment due to greenhouse gas emissions addressed in this Code are 
those caused by—

• OE2.1 - excessive emissions of greenhouse gases

F101 To limit operational greenhouse gas emissions.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:52]Here is what the new objective looks like – and the new functional statementIn short, it says that greenhouse gas emissions are unacceptable and the greenhouse gas emissions the code addresses are those caused by excessive emissions of greenhouse gases and the building fulfills the function of limiting operational greenhouse gases.I mean, it makes one point very, very clearly – for sure.But it isn’t as well expressed as some other objectives.We will be commenting that this is too broad - to the point where the objective – which is the goal of the requirement – is identical with the function of the building that achieves that goal. And the third-level objective (OE2.1) simply repeats the broad goal of the second-level objective (OE2). We also think that the phrase ‘as a result of design and construction of the building’s systems’ is already addressed by the building envelope energy and equipment efficiency. The emissions however are a function of the fuel selection and operation (or at least the 'intended operation') of building energy systems. We would also like a recognition in this text that the control of 'excessive emissions' is not within the purview of building designers and builders, but in the quality and cleanliness of the energy that may come into buildings through public infrastructure (electrical wires or gas lines). [Next slide][1.5 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_diva_02.01.01.02.(06)_001843.html
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General Requirements 
• New NBC Objective & Functional Statements (PCF 1843)

OE2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
An objective of this Code is to limit the probability that, as a result of the 
intended operation and the selection a high-intensity energy source, 
greenhouse gas emissions will have an unacceptable effect on the 
environment. The risks of unacceptable effect on the environment due to 
greenhouse gas emissions addressed in this Code are those caused by—

• OE2.1 selecting energy sources for space-heating and cooling equipment 
and water heating equipment that have high-intensity emissions

F101 To control the type of energy sources used in space-conditioning 
and water heating systems.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:54]We suggest therefore rewriting the OE2 objective as "OE2 An objective of this Code is to limit the probability that, as a result of the design or construction intended operation and the selection a high-intensity energy source, greenhouse gas emissions will have an unacceptable effect on the environment. The risks of unacceptable effect on the environment due to greenhouse gas emissions addressed in this Code are those caused by— OE2.1 - excessive emissions of greenhouse gases selecting energy sources for space-heating and cooling equipment and water heating  equipment that have high-intensity emissions” In other areas of the building code, a functional statement usually offers the actual function that the building is performing in support of an objective. It does not simply repeat the negative outcome that the objectives already stated. Other functional statements in the NBC also use words like 'control', 'provide', 'facilitate', maintain', 'minimize,  Since the technical requirements only address the energy source or the energy type of the building energy equipment we think this should be reflected in the functional statement(s). We suggest therefore describing the functions a building performs to achieve OE2 as follows : To control the type of energy sources used in space-conditioning  and water heating systems. So this is likely what we will be commenting on. Objectives and functional statements are written in much softer language than the technical requirements, but getting them right will be important when alternative solutions are being proposed.[Next slide][1.5 min]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/eng/public-review/2023_2/pcfs/nbc20_diva_02.01.01.02.(06)_001843.html
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Performance Path 
(PCF 2003 NECB, PCF 2004 NBC 9.36.)

• Take Total Space Conditioning and 
Water Heating Energy Demand Loads 
from Model

• Multiply by regional Emission Factor 
based on proposed equipment fuel

• Compare against Reference: 
• Reference Emission Factor for 

Space Heating = 235g CO2e /kWh
• Reference Emission Factor for 

Water Heating = 260g CO2e /kWh
• No Credit for Renewables! 

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Emission 
Performance Level Improvement (%)

A ≥ 90%
B ≥ 75%
C ≥ 50%
D ≥ 25%
E ≥ 10%
F ≥ 0%

GHG Emission Factors (g CO2e /kWh)

Province or Territory Electricity Utility Gas 
Alberta 181.86 189
British Columbia 1.32 190
Manitoba 0.00 185
New Brunswick 77.88 185
Newfoundland and Labrador 11.08 185
Northwest Territories 6.82 185
Nova Scotia 161.64 190
Nunavut 465.16 190
Ontario 57.90 185
Prince Edward Island 80.42 185
Quebec 0.38 186
Saskatchewan 146.60 185
Yukon 25.00 190

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:56]But let’s get to the proposed technical requirements. This is the performance path, these changes will go to the Winter 2024 public review.If you have used an energy model for energy efficiency compliance, this is what you would do:You take the Total Space Conditioning and Water Heating Energy Demand Loads from your energy ModelYou Multiply it by the regional Emission Factor based on the proposed equipment fuel – take a quick look at the emission factors at the bottom right.And you compare that against the Reference GHG emissions The percentage improvement of your home’s emissions then determine the emission performance level – you see the levels at the top right.So, for energy we are talking about tiers, for GHG emissions we are talking about levels.The Levels A to F were chosen because they are consistent with other international codes and guidesIn the energy modeling,  your reference house value changes with the design of your proposed house. For GHG emissions, the reference Emission Factor values are static. The same reference value for everyone in the country. So, if you did a short example calculation in your head, you would quickly see that the same house with the same demand load would have a vastly different GHG emission depending on whether it is built in AB or in Manitoba. So, pretty much everything in Manitoba – even a tier 1 home - will achieve a Level A performance. In Alberta even a Tier 5 home might not do better than a Level C Emission Performance. This has little to nothing to do with how the homes are built and most if not everything to do with how clean the energy is that the home is using.But you can also see that in most locations an electric heating or cooling equipment or water heating equipment will do better than utility gas.Now, what you see in red there is also noteworthy. Even though the code apparently now addresses emissions from all building energy sources, it is absolutely silent on zero emission energy sources like photo voltaics. We think this really questions the whole netzero concept that the codes were aiming for.[Next slide][2.5 min]
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Prescriptive Path 
(PCF 2026, NBC only, not certain!)

• Lookup Table Concept 
for each Performance Level

• based on
• Energy source for Space Heating
• Energy source for Water Heating 
• Electricity Emission Factor
• (sometimes Climate Zone)

• No credit for Renewables!

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Minimum Energy Performance Tier for GHG Emissions Performance Level B

Energy Source 
Space Heating

Energy Source 
Water Heating

Electricity 
Emission Factor

(g CO2e/kWh)

Climate 
Zone

Minimum Energy
Performance Tier

(any) Electricity (any) Electricity

< 25 Any 2

25 < EF < 100 Any 4

> 100 Any 5

Minimum Energy Performance Tier for GHG Emissions Performance Level D

Energy Source 
Space Heating

Energy Source 
Water Heating

Electricity 
Emission Factor 

(g CO2e/kWh)

Climate 
Zone

Minimum Energy 
Performance Tier

Natural Gas Natural Gas Any Any 4

Electricity Electricity GEF ≤ 170 Any 2

Natural Gas Electricity GEF ≤ 100 Any 1

Electric Heat 
Pump 

Electric Heat 
Pump or Storage 

Tank
GEF < 200 Any 1

Excerpts, samples…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[12:59]This is what is being proposed as prescriptive solution. CHBA is hoping that this change can still make it to the public review and into the 2025 code in time. Originally prescriptive requirements were out of scope for this subject, but CHBA kept pointing out that, without prescriptive solutions, many builders would not be able to show compliance because they don’t have the input values from an energy model for each house.We actually think this prescriptive solution is simple and workable.It works through a series of look-up tables where you determine your emission performance level based on the space heating and water heating option in your home.I have copied-and-pasted portions of two tables on the right.If you look at the excerpted table on the top right, which has the requirements for level B – so pretty good - you can see - for example - an all-electric home in AB would have to meet tier 5 to achieve level B, while the same home in MB would only need to be built to tier 2 because Manitoba’s Emission Factor or GEF is much lower.When we look at the lower table excerpt – which is for Level D - we can see that there are still some all-gas solutions and some dual-energy packages possible.But you can also see the effect of using an electric heat pump for heating and water heating – in AB – which is the last row - you would only need a tier 1 energy efficiency package to reach Level D while you would need to build to a tier 4 energy compliance in order to use an all-gas solution – which is the top row of the lower table.So, this is not to say that the proposed changes will not be significant and impactful, but just to point out that prescriptive compliance seems pretty straightforward.And – again – no credits for renewables. We think on the prescriptive side it might be even easier to implement a credit for renewables, but just setting a minimum of installed capacity and bumping up the performance Level based on additional installed capacity.  We think in places like Alberta this would make a huge difference at least in the short to mid term of say the next 10 years.[Next slide][3 min]
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Quick single-home study GHG Emission Performance Levels by Fuel Options

Province or Territory All-Gas All-Electric Heat Pump + 
Electr. Backup

Heat Pump 
+ Gas Backup

Alberta F E D D
British Columbia F A A C
Manitoba F A A C
New Brunswick F C B C
Newfoundland and Labrador F A A C
Northwest Territories F A A C
Nova Scotia F D C D
Nunavut F - - E
Ontario F C B C
Prince Edward Island F C B C
Quebec F A A C
Saskatchewan F D C C
Yukon F B A C

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:02]In somewhat simplified form, this is what it looks like across the country.Again- this makes the point that the control of this requirement does not lie in the hand of builders, but in the hand of the energy production industry[Next slide][3 min]
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PCF 2011
• Update to HPWH Performance 

Rating Metric (EF -> UEF)
• Alignment with latest 

Performance Testing Standard 
(CSA C745:20)

• Not intended to make the 
requirement more stringent

HEAT PUMP WATER HEATERS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:10]The equipment tables in Section 9.36.3 and 9.36.4 which outline the minimum performance requirements for space and water heating equipment suffer from regulatory overlap.There are Energy Efficiency Regulations that govern the energy performance of certain “Energy-using products” coming into Canada or traded across PT borders.Unfortunately, these regulations evolve outside of the 5-year code development cycle which makes it difficult to maintain alignment between the two. (Ideally, we would introduce a rolling reference, but the idea has been opposed numerous times).As Performance Testing Standards evolve, so do the Performance Rating Metrics used to compare equipment within a given product category. Often there is no direct correlation between the new and old performance rating metrics as test standards can change significantly (different test conditions, different number of test conditions, etc.)The purpose of this proposed change is to replace Energy Factor with Uniform Energy Factor (without making the requirement more stringent) as this is the metric produced by the most recent Performance Testing Standard for HPWHs[next slide][1min]
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• Energy Savings Potential of Heat Pumps vary based on:
• Energy Performance Rating (HSPF2 Region V)
• Operating Conditions (Outdoor Temperature)
• Capacity of the System vs Design Heating Load (F280)

HEAT PUMP EFFICIENCIES (SPACE HEATING)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:11]In trying to develop prescriptive solutions to the upper tiers, it became clear that Air Source Heat Pumps would be tricky to “codify” prescriptively as the energy savings potential of this technology varies based on a few variables. First, the units themselves have a performance ratings (HSPF/COP/HSPF2)Second, the efficiency generally declines as the outdoor temperature drops which will affect the expected savings in different climatesThird, these systems are often paired with supplemental space heating systems which means that, in this case, the HP is not sized to meet 100% of the peak heating load.Under the performance compliance path, it’s no problem. The energy model accounts for these effects.Under the prescriptive path, since there is no energy model, the Task Group had to devise a way to account for these variables. [next slide][1min]
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PCF 2001
• Ultimate flexibility
• Modulate points

based on
• Performance Rating
• System Capacity

HEAT PUMP EFFICIENCIES (SPACE HEATING)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:12]Our first result was the Table shown on the screen which includes formulas representing the estimated “efficiency curve” for each climate zone.The intent was to provide maximum flexibility by allowing the energy conservation points to be “modulated” based on the Performance Rating of the system in question AND the capacity of the system (or rather the capacity of the HP divided by the peak heating load as determined by F280)Despite the plug and play nature of this table, it was deemed “too complicated for the prescriptive path” by the Standing Committee so the TG also developed a separate Table without equations which is shown on the next slide[next slide][1min]
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PCF 2001
• Heat pump has to meet 

60% design heat load

HEAT PUMP EFFICIENCIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:13]This table directly indicates the number of energy conservation points available for this measure, however, it assumes that the ASHP in question is meeting 60% of the design heating load. In other words, if you are installing a system capable of meeting a greater proportion of the design heating load you will not be “rewarded” for the additional load taken on by the ASHP.In short, this table is more explicit in terms of the number of points allocated but it does so by “fixing” one of the key variables in play. The proportion of the design heating load taken on by the ASHP is fixed at 60% which was deemed to be appropriate by the Task Group, we explored the idea of having many of these tables with different ratios of capacity over peak heating load but it started to get unruly (especially with interpolation now proposed).[next slide][1min]



1. Where we are in the code process
2. Deep Dive on Energy Efficiency and GHG Emissions

 Prescriptive Trade Off Method – “Points” ( 12:30)
 Prescriptive Tier 5 – “Packages” ( 12:40)
 Solar Heat Gain / Peak Cooling  ( 12:50)
 Greenhouse Gas Emissions ( 13:10)
 Heat Pumps ( 13:20)

3. How to Submit Comments for Public Review

Proposed Code Changes 
Deep Dive

Discussion
Commentary
Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:14] – [13:20]



Canadian Home Builders’ Association
Suite 500, 141 Laurier Ave W, ON K1P 5J3
chba@chba.ca | chba.ca | 613-230-3060

How to Enter Public Review 
Comments 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:20]Now – that I have surely whetted your appetite to submit some comments, let me tel you what CHBA is doing to submit comments and then give a few tips on how to write good comments, in case you are considering adding some yourself.The QR code on the right leads you to the public review website hosted by the Canadian Board of Harmonized Construction Codes.[Next slide][ 0.5 min]

mailto:chba@chba.ca
https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/en/public-review-of-proposed-changes-to-the-2020-national-model-codes/
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CHBA PROCESS 
FOR PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENTS

CHBA communicates Public Review to its members

CHBA National staff reviews the proposed changes and drafts comments 

TRC-Mgmt Committee reviews draft comments and gathers provincial HBA feedback 

CHBA holds webinar series for members and gathers broad feedback

National staff revises and submits final comments 
(Local/Provincial HBAs or individual members may want to submit reinforcing comments)



CHBA’s aim is to ensure alignment with all three levels of the Association before submitting comments.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:20] This is the process we use to draft comments:After CHBA has communicated that the public review has started, national staff starts reviewing proposed changes and drafting commentsThen we often hold webinars to inform members and gather feedbackOnce we have draft comments, we send them to the TRC-Management Committee and provincial HBAs for review and to collect feedback – this will happen next week With the feedback from our HBAs, National Staff will then finalize and submit comments We encourage provincial and local HBAs and individual members to submit reinforcing comments with province-specific detailOur aim here is to ensure we are aligned on all three levels of the Association on the comments we submit.[next slide][1 min]
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Well-written comments can make a big difference !
• Describe how the proposed change applies to your situation
• Describe what works, what doesn’t 
• Explain why you can’t support the change
• Propose your own modifications, suggest alternative approaches
• Justify your proposed modifications/alternatives 
• Support them with evidence, or cost, if possible
• Be concise and precise
• If your comment gets long

• stick to one comment/idea per paragraph  
• number your comments/ideas/issues, and/or 
• use headings

PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENTS

Go to CBHCC’s
Public Review Site

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:22]This is a list of writing tips if you do consider submitting comments.From my previous experience at NRC I can tell you that well written comments can make a big difference once all these comments come back to the committee.Keep in mind that every comment will be seen by the committee and they have to decide on each comment how to dispose of it. So, if you want to suggest modifications write them out – this will make it clear to the committee what is needed.I won’t go through these in detail, but you will have them in the slide deck PDF that we are posting early next week on our website.[next slide][0.5m]

https://cbhcc-cchcc.ca/en/public-review-of-proposed-changes-to-the-2020-national-model-codes/


Canadian Home Builders’ Association
Suite 500, 141 Laurier Ave W, ON K1P 5J3
chba@chba.ca | chba.ca | 613-230-3060

Questions?

alex.bols@chba.ca

jack.mantyla@chba.ca

frank.lohmann@chba.ca

kathleen.maynard@chba.ca  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[13:23]We have made it.Thank you for listening [time for more questions]Alex – how are we on time and do we have more questions?[ at the end] I would like thank Alexandre and Brett for joining us today and sharing their valuable insights with us.And – after that - All that’s left is to remind you again that We will post the slide deck and the recording – hopefully early next weekWe encourage you to review the code changes that affect you and work with your local HBA to submit comments.We also wish you a peaceful and quiet holiday season and a happy new year.Stay tuned for more webinars in February and March next year.Good bye!

mailto:chba@chba.ca
mailto:Jack.mantyla@chba.ca
mailto:Jack.mantyla@chba.ca
mailto:frank.lohmann@chba.ca
mailto:kathleen.maynard@chba.ca
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